Law Of Attraction: How To Manifest Miracles Like Jesus
Anything is Possible for One Who Believes

Dear Reader, “You are the light of the world.” - Jesus (Matthew 5:14)

You are powerful beyond measure; you are the beloved child of God, endowed with His power, His intelligence, His divinity. Like Jesus, you can develop and use your God-given powers to manifest your desires. Jesus was the Master Teacher, the Way Shower; He discovered within Himself His unity with all things. He knew how to bring forth His vision from the spiritual dimension into manifestation in material reality. By utilizing the teachings of Jesus, the Way Shower, you can do the same and this book will show you how. In reading this book, you will gain a deeper understanding of the following: How to Pray Like Jesus

Jesus and the Power of Words

Biblical Quotes and Examples of Miracles

How to Listen to and Follow Divine Guidance

How to Use The Law of Attraction Like Jesus

Understanding and Applying the Key to Manifestation

Much, much more!

Discover Your Divine Powers

If you truly want to learn a skill, it would be wise to emulate and learn from the masters. Jesus says, “Truly, truly, I say to you, he who believes in Me will do the miraculous works I have done, and even greater works than these he will do” (John 14:12).

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed

We promise to deliver a high-quality experience. If you’re not 100% satisfied with this product you will receive a full refund of your money.

Copyright © 2015 Law of Attraction. All rights reserved.
There’s nothing Christian about this book. Though the author presented the law of attraction based on Jesus’ approach, as a Christian, I find that majority of the philosophy here is not entirely based on the teachings of Jesus. This is not a negative review though. I just want to set the right expectations. If read with open-mindedness, the author was able to bring out good points. And Jesus has been a great example. One I liked is the correlation of one of Jesus’ miracle to gratitude, when he fed 5000 people by multiplying the loaves and fishes. I agree that if when you are grateful of something, you will be sure to receive more of it.

What a faith booster! This book will encourage you and challenge you to view yourself differently. No more excuses! The power is within you to create your reality, but you’re not alone, God is in the midst as well. You will view many of the miracles of Jesus with fresh eyes and from fresh perspectives. Buy this book, but more importantly read it!

Very nice content! I am surprised about the informations in this book, i read a lot about the law of attraction but i had no idea that Jesus had to do something with that. Very helpfull, worth to buy! :)

This is a fresh and interesting take on the Law of Attraction. "As a man thinketh" is a Biblical phrase that often reminded me of the Law of Attraction, and this book just confirmed that ancient teachings have been revealing these spiritual laws since the beginning of time.

Changed my perspective and challenged my beliefs. I would read this book again. Maybe they should teach this in church. I think it would help a lot of people

Nice affirmations within the book that are religious based. I recommend this for a spiritual person or someone who has a firm belief in the Bible.
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